
Captain’s log, stardate 60626.9: 

The Dauntless has been assigned to conduct a biosurvey of the fifth planet of the Beloti 

system.  Following the events at Almatha II, Starfleet has seen fit to assign us a simple 

mission, one that I anticipate shouldn’t take more than a week to complete. 

In the meantime, our newest shipmates are starting to settle in on board. 

Koester, commanding Dauntless, out. 
 

 

 “The away team hasn’t encountered anything unexpected, Skipper,” Commander (Carrie) K’danz reported 

over Captain Peter J. Koester’s combadge as the commanding officer strolled down the corridor on deck nine.  

“Everything is going as anticipated.  We’ll check in at regular intervals.  Away team, out.” 

 Koester nodded to himself, satisfied that for once everything was going the way it was supposed to.  In the 

week since departing starbase Deep Space Nine, where the Sovereign-class starship had dropped off most of the 

almost three dozen survivors the crew had rescued from an abandoned Dominion Prison Camp, including several 

young children that had been created as part of an inhumane breeding experiment and who were now being cared for 

by Bajoran families that had volunteered to adopt them, things were starting to return to normal shipboard routine, 

with one exception. 
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 Though not of the same magnitude as aboard the Galaxy-class starships in the 2360’s, the Dauntless still 

counted among its compliment several family members of crew assigned aboard the starship, most notably the 

captain’s own teenaged daughter, and included among its facilities a child care and learning center located near the 

main sickbay complex on deck nine.  It was to this facility that Koester was headed.  The doors swished aside for 

him as he approached, stepping into the lobby area that connected several small class and recreation rooms, a 

cafeteria and the offices of the center’s director and several teachers.  Large one-way windows looked into the 

school’s recreation room, and it was at this window that the starship’s newest officer, Lt Commander Setton 

To’Lock Arbel, gazed through.  The captain stepped up next to him, unwilling to disturb Arbelo for the moment, 

instead likewise looking into the care center where half a dozen children, ranging in age from five to eleven standard 

years circled around a large table playing a game while, off in a corner by herself, Arbelo’s young daughter, born 

during his captivity on Almatha, sat by herself reading something displayed on a padd. 

 “She just doesn’t seem to be fitting in, Captain,” Arbelo said after a moment in silence. 

 “After everything she’s been through her whole life, I’m not surprised,” Koester replied.  “You’re going to 

have to give her some time to adjust.  And perhaps let Doctor MacMillian and Counselor Gera help if they can.” 

 “She just doesn’t seem to be the little girl I remember,” Arbelo commented. 

 “Obviously you knew of her existence, because you asked for her shortly after we rescued you from 

Dominion Prison Camp 6, but just how well do you really know her, Commander?” the captain asked. 

 “Please,” Arbelo said, finally turning to look at Koester, “call me ‘Monster,’ Captain.  It’s been a while 

since I heard that nick-name, but once Penji, Carrie and T’Ashara started calling me that again I realized how much 

I missed it.”  Koester nodded in agreement as Arbelo continued to speak.  “Annika may not have been born under 

the most common of circumstances, but our family life for the most part wasn’t as unusual as you might expect…” 

 

* * * * 

 



Stardate 50891.9 – Earth year 2373 

The Gamma Quadrant 

 

 “Target their weapons arrays!  Lock phasers on target!” the captain of the USS Proxima commanded as 

smoke started to fill the bridge around he and his crew. 

 “Phasers inoperative!  We have two photon torpedoes locked and loaded, Captain!” the starship’s tactical 

officer announced. 

 “Very well,” the Bolian captain grumbled.  “Fire!” 

 “Rerouting plasma conduits to the phasers,” Lt Commander Setton To’Lock Arbelo announced from his 

post at Ops.  “I think I can get you the power for weapons!” 

 The entire starship shook again as it was hit by several Jem’Hadar disruptor beams.  A console on the 

starboard side of the bridge exploded, sending the officer sitting there flying and landing lifelessly at the feet of the 

captain. 

 “I’ve lost helm control!” the officer at the conn reported as he desperately tried to initiate the backups. 

 “Can we send a distress call through the GammaOne relay?” the captain inquired of his Chief of 

Operations.  Lt Commander Arbelo took a moment to look back toward the Bolian officer with a disappointed look. 

 “Even if we get a distress call out, there are no Federation starships close enough to respond in time,” he 

said. 

 “Another trio of Jem’Hadar attack ships on an intercept course,” the tactical officer informed.  Suddenly 

the bridge was filled with the sounds of a new alarm as half the lights went dark. 

 “Hull breech, decks fourteen and fifteen!” Arbelo reported.  “Major damage to the engineering section.”  

Any further report was interrupted by the starship’s computer voice. 

 “Warning!  Warp core breech in two minutes!” 

 Arbelo looked back at his captain, who was wiping blue blood away form a gash above his left eye.  The 

captain silently looked back for a second before sighing in resignation and pressing the intercom on the arm of his 

command chair. 

 “All hands, this is the captain.  Abandon ship.  Repeat, abandon ship.” 

 “Warning!  Warp core breech in one minute, forty five seconds!” the computer announced as Arbelo 

pushed aside the ops console and rushed toward the turbolift.  As several other members of the crew piled in after 

him and the doors shut, the lift dropped down one level and opened again in a small corridor filled with hatches 

leading to escape pods.  Arbelo rushed into the nearest open hatch, followed by almost a dozen of his shipmates, 

each quickly strapping themselves into the acceleration seats as the last man aboard punched the emergency launch 

button.  Immediately the hatch sealed and seconds later the lifeboat ejected from the hull of the Nebula-class 

starship, narrowly avoiding a large piece of debris from a Jem’Hadar ship the Proxima had destroyed a few minutes 

earlier.  Arbelo craned his neck to look out the small viewport over his shoulder, through which he could see his 

former starship, now adrift, as several Jem’Hadar warships continued to pummel it with phaser fire.  Then, without 

warning, the Proxima exploded, engulfed in the bright white nova of a warp core explosion, taking one of the 

Jem’Hadar ships to its doom as well.  The subspace shockwave soon struck Arbelo’s lifeboat, knocking it into a roll 

and causing several of its occupants to become ill before the movement calmed and the escape pod, near powerless, 

drifted calmly away from the debris of the explosion. 

 “What now, Commander?” one of the young lieutenants asked Arbelo, who suddenly realized he was the 

senior officer in the escape pod.  He glanced once more out the small viewport, seeing one of the Jem’Hadar attack 

ships heading away before entering warp. 

 “If we’re lucky, the Dominion ships will ignore us and we can send out a distress call to the GammaOne 

relay post once they’re gone.  Until then, we sit tight…” 

 Arbelo’s sentence was cut off by the sudden jostle of a tractor beam locking on to the lifeboat.  The crew 

aboard could feel the change of motion as the pod was pulled in toward the Jem’Hadar ship. 

 “Oh no,” one young female officer muttered just before the lights aboard the escape pod went out. 

 

* * * * 

 



Present Day – Stardate 60627.0 

 

 “Your ship was in the Gamma Quadrant?” Koester asked in near disbelief.  “We were told the Proxima was 

destroyed with the rest of the Seventh Fleet at Tyra.” 

 Arbelo looked at the captain briefly before returning his gaze toward his daughter in the next room, still 

reading what appeared to be a biology text by herself. 

 “The Proxima was a part of the Seventh Fleet before the Dominion War began, but we were assigned a 

special mission before fighting actually broke out.  There were rumors of a race somewhere in the Gamma Quadrant 

that was willing to ally themselves with the Federation, much as the Cardassians had with the Dominion.  Our 

mission was an attempt to try and restore the balance.” 

 “It obviously didn’t work,” Koester remarked. 

 “We never even located them, Captain.  The Jem’Hadar were on top of us almost from the moment the 

Proxima exited the wormhole in the Gamma Quadrant.” 

 “What happened after that?” the captain asked. 

 

* * * * 

 

Stardate 50949.4 – Earth year 2373 

 

 Several weeks after they had been captured and processed, Arbelo and eight of his shipmates were loaded 

aboard a Dominion starship and transported ironically enough through the wormhole and into the Alpha Quadrant, 

quickly arriving at Cardassia Prime.  There, Arbelo was separated from his shipmates and processed again, this time 

by the Cardassians.  A molar was removed from his mouth and he was placed in a holding cell by himself.  Three 

days later he was loaded into a different transport with several Cardassian prisoners.  The voyage took more than a 

week before the transport arrived at the newly established prison colony in the Almatha Sector, but shortly after his 

arrival, Arbelo was shoved into a common room where numerous prisoners milled about, some in small groups 

talking quietly, as Jem’Hadar and Cardassian guards patrolled the perimeter.  Arbelo looked around, noting that 

most of the prisoners were Cardassians, probably dissidents who had protested against their government’s policies 

or the recent alliance with the Dominion.  They looked at the Starfleet officer with distrust, many of them moving 

away as he walked closer to the center of the room.  Arbelo started to believe his stay in the prison camp would be a 

short and lonely one until a human man wearing the tattered remains of a maroon and black uniform of a design that 

Starfleet no longer used approached him from out of the crowd. 

 “Welcome to the tender care of the Cardassians,” said the long-haired and bearded man with piercing blue 

eyes as he held out a hand in solidarity.  “Thomas Riker.” 

 “Setton To’Lock Arbelo,” the Efrosian-Vulcan-Terran officer replied, shaking Riker’s hand.  Arbelo asked 

where they were and Riker began to explain to Arbelo where he was and what he could expect from the Cardassian 

and Jem’Hadar guards, which was little in the way of anything good before admitting to the new arrival what he 

himself was doing in the hands of the Cardassians.  Over the ensuing weeks the two men, though one was Starfleet 

and the other Maquis, spent a great deal of time together, supporting one another through the torture, both physical 

and mental, their captors inflicted them with on a near-daily basis.  That is, until Moset arrived. 

 

* * * * 

 

Stardate 51027.4 – Earth year 2374 

 

 It was a day that had started like any other, the prisoners roused from their cells where up to six slept each 

night.  Arbelo, who shared a cell with Riker and several Cardassians, including a dissident sympathetic to the two 

captured Federation men named Chaf Guil, was shepherded out into the common room where all the prisoners were 

given their breakfast, usually a raw Taspar egg and a fresh hot mug of fish juice.  However, this particular morning 

the routine was interrupted by the arrival of several heavily armed Cardassian soldiers and what appeared at first to 

be a Cardassian civilian.  The camp guards forced all the prisoners to stand at ranks in the center of the common 

room, where the civilian walked up and down the rows, periodically pointing out a prisoner from among the 

assembly, who then was immediately pulled out of line by one of the guards and lead away.  Eventually, the 

Cardassian man reached Arbelo.  He stopped in front of the Starfleet officer, his casual glance turning to one of 

extreme interest.  He looked over Arbelo like an art appraiser might study a classic painting for almost a minute 

before finally speaking. 



 “And just what are you?” the Cardassian asked. 

 “Arbelo, Setton To’Lock.  Rank: Lieutenant Commander, Federation Starfleet.  Service number: 6493-763-

ALA.” 

 “No.  Not who are you?  What are you?” the Cardassian asked as he began to point out Arbelo’s features to 

one of the guards as if examining a work of art.  “Note the ears, obviously of Vulcanoid origin.  Yet the pallor of the 

specimen appears more like a being which evolved in a frigid environment, while the basic facial features appear 

mainly human.”  The Cardassian pulled out a tricorder from his belt and started scanning Arbelo.  “Two hearts, 

though one is barely functional.  Blood composition includes elements of human, Vulcan and Efrosian factors.  

From this data I would surmise the color of the blood to be almost an amber hue.  This man is remarkable!  Who 

would have believed so many divergent species could be combined into a viable living being.  I must learn more 

about him.  Have my assistant prep him for surgery.” 

 Without another word, two guards stepped up alongside Arbelo, each grabbing one arm and ‘escorting’ him 

out of the room. 

 “Wait!  Where are you taking him?” Tom Riker shouted, stepping out of his own column and toward the 

Cardassian man before several of the guards raised their phasers toward him. 

 “A human?” the Cardassian said, appraising Riker before looking toward the door where Arbelo was being 

led out.  “His friend, perhaps?” 

 “You could say that,” Riker said defiantly. 

 “Then perhaps you would like to see where we’re taking him up close?” The Cardassian nodded toward 

Riker, who sensed more than actually saw the guards that moved up behind him and he resignedly walked toward 

the door where Arbelo had disappeared. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Arbelo and Riker were lead out of the prison, outside for the first time in weeks.  Arbelo struggled with his 

guards momentarily as he paused to take a deep breath of the relatively fresh air for the first time since he had 

arrived on Almatha before the two burley Cardassians pushed him along again.  Arbelo glanced up at the sky, which 

was a very pale shade of blue, almost non-existent of color.  Not at all like the deep vibrant blue of Earth. 

 Eventually the group was lead to what looked like a supply locker attached to one of the facility buildings.  

One of the guards tapped a code into the door’s locking mechanism and the door slid aside, revealing a stairway 

heading down under the complex.  As he was lead into the door, Arbelo noticed a sign posed next to it written in 

Cardassian script, and from his time on Almatha, the Vulcan-Terran-Efrosian had managed to pick up enough 

Cardassian to be able to read what was written on it. 

 

Laboratory Complex Three 

Genetic Engineering 

Moset, Dr Crell – Director 
 

 Both Arbelo and Riker were lead down six levels to what appeared to be a laboratory.  Various pieces of 

equipment, most of which Arbelo did not recognize, lined three of the walls.  The fourth wall was lined with several 

doors, each containing a barred window.  Holding cells. 

 “Welcome to your new home,” one of the guards remarked with a laugh as he shoved Arbelo first, then 

Riker, into separate cells, slamming the doors shut behind each of them.  Arbelo looked out through the bars as the 

guards started walking back toward the stairs. 

 “What are you doing to us?” Arbelo demanded to know, looking with unmistakable fear at the dissecting 

table in the center of the room.  “We’re Federation citizens!  You can’t treat us this way!” 

 Without warning, the face of the Cardassian man who had directed that Arbelo and Riker be brought to the 

lab appeared on the other side of the bars, looking in at Arbelo with undisguised amusement. 

 “I’m Doctor Crell Moset, and as far as your Federation knows, you are dead, Mister Arbelo.  So I can treat 

you any way I see fit.” 

 “What are you going to do with us?” Riker asked from two cells away.  Moset glanced in the human’s 

direction before replying. 

 “Oh, nothing bizarre.  Nothing grotesque.  You’re simply going to help me find the answers to several 

questions I have about your species.”  Moset looked back in through the bars of Arbelo’s cell door.  “Especially you.  

How did something as peculiar as you ever survive to adulthood?” 

 



* * * * 

 

 “Doctor, could you collect the samples from Subject 263?” Arbelo heard the voice of Doctor Moset ask 

through the small bars of his cell door.  Another voice, this one sounding less content than Moset, acknowledged 

and moments later Arbelo could hear the catch on his door clink open and the door was pulled aside.  Arbelo looked 

toward the suddenly bright opening, where a man wearing what he recognized as a Bajoran uniform stepped in, 

pulling a Cardassian device designed to collect blood samples from a pack on his hip before he looked up at Arbelo 

and stopped short. 

 “Doctor Rasa?” Arbelo asked, recognizing the Bajoran former Chief Medical Officer he served with aboard 

the Federation starship Sarek while assigned to the Gamma Quadrant several years earlier.  A look of hope covered 

Arbelo’s face.  “Palin!  You don’t know how glad I am to see you!  You’ve got to get me out of here!” 

 Rasa looked nervously back over his shoulder, where Moset was preoccupied with his latest experiment, 

gazing interestedly into a microscope at a sample of the human Riker’s blood, before looking back at Arbelo. 

 “Monster?” Rasa asked in a whisper.  “What in the name of the Prophets are you doing here on Almatha?” 

 “I could ask you the same thing, Palin,” Arbelo replied.  “What are you doing working with the 

Cardassians?” 

 “Bajor signed a non-aggression pact with the Dominion, of which Cardassia is now a part.  My help was… 

‘requested’ here on Almatha, and I thought I was here to help people injured in the war.  Not…”  His voice trailed 

off as he looked back over his shoulder toward Moset. 

 “Can you get me and the rest of the Starfleet prisoners out of here?” Arbelo pleaded. 

 Again Rasa glanced back over his shoulder before answering, “I’ll see what I can do.  Maybe at least get 

word back to the Federation and let them know you’re here.”  He then knelt down next to Arbelo, moving the large 

needle of the blood collecting device toward the prisoner’s arm.  “Now, just let me collect this sample so Moset 

won’t get suspicious.”  The Bajoran pierced Arbelo’s skin, sucking a sample of amber-colored blood into the vial at 

the end of the tool.  Arbelo rubbed the new sore spot on his arm as Rasa moved back out the door, stopping to 

exchange one last look with Arbelo before closing and locking the cell door again. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Over the course of the next several weeks, Arbelo noticed Doctor Rasa from time to time, usually hunched 

over a microscope or a computer analysis display in the lab, often in close consultation with the Cardassian Doctor 

Moset.  On occasion, when it seemed none of the Cardassian guards were in the lab, the Starfleet prisoner tried to 

attract Rasa’s attention, but it seemed to Arbelo as if the Bajoran was going out of his way to ignore him, hoping it 

was a ruse of some sort to hide any close association between the two until such time as Rasa was able to spirit 

Arbelo away from the prison camp.  Weeks turned into months and eventually Arbelo stopped seeing Rasa in the lab 

altogether.  The Starfleet officer started worrying perhaps the Cardassians had discovered Rasa’s plan to release the 

prisoners and killed or imprisoned the Bajoran doctor. 

 

* * * * 

 

October 2374 – Stardate 51808.2 

 

 Arbelo was out in the lab once again, arms and legs strapped to a lab table while Doctor Moset worked 

nearby, idly talking to the captured Starfleet officer as if the two were old acquaintances who met at a cocktail party. 

 “You know, Subject 263, you really are a remarkable being,” Moset said as he studied the readout on the 

genetics analyzer.  “I’ve compared your genome profile to the samples Gul Malyn Ocett collected about five years 

ago, and you have more than ninety percent of the genetic markers.  By a quirk of your heritage, you are almost a 

direct descendant of the so-called Progenitors, the first humanoid race that seeded their genetic code throughout our 

area of this galaxy.  I am so fortunate to have had you made available to me.  Your input will advance my research 

years ahead of where I could be otherwise!” 

 “So glad I could be of help,” Arbelo replied sarcastically, the sarcasm completely going over the head of 

the Cardassian doctor. 

 “With this new data, I now understand how a creature like you can survive.  And with this new 

information, I believe I can successfully combine just about any humanoid species I wish.  Imagine the 

possibilities!” 

 “I’m all a-twitter,” Arbelo commented with a roll of his eyes. 



 Moset briefly looked at his prisoner/test subject before returning his attention to the analyzer when 

suddenly both men could hear noises coming down the stairs toward the lab.  Moset left his chair just as two guards, 

one Cardassian and the other Jem’Hadar, half-dragged, half-carried a prisoner down the stairs and into the lab with 

them. 

 “Another test subject for you, Doctor,” the Cardassian guard announced as the Jem’Hadar warrior pushed 

the prisoner into the center of the lab, directly next to where Arbelo was strapped to the table.  She was another 

Starfleet officer, a Trill based on the spots that ran down each side of her face.  “She was captured when our forces 

took the Betazed system.” 

 Moset barely glanced at the new prisoner before returning his attention to his work, simply saying over his 

shoulder, “Designate her Subject 301.  I do not have a spare holding cell at the moment.  Just stick her in the cell 

with Subject 263 until I can find a place to store her.” 

 The Cardassian guard acknowledged the order, pushing the Trill woman into the cell Arbelo normally 

occupied by himself before un-strapping Arbelo from the table and forced him back into the cell as well, slamming 

the heavy door shut behind them. 

 Arbelo watched his new roommate for a few minutes, giving her some time to adjust to her situation 

without pressure.  The woman looked around the cell, even trying to pull and push on the door and peer into the 

corners of the tiny enclosure before she finally glanced at her fellow prisoner with a look of both suspicion and 

hope. 

 “Where are we?” she asked. 

 “We’re in Dominion Prison Camp Six, wherever that is.  I’m Lt Commander Setton To’Lock Arbelo of the 

starship Proxima.” 

 “Proxima?  That starship disappeared almost a year ago.” 

 “A year?  Has it really been that long?” Arbelo asked distractedly.  The Trill nodded as she moved a little 

closer to Arbelo.   

 “I’m Dajalin.  I mean, Ensign Dajalin Retap, sir.” 

 Arbelo could not help but smile slightly as Retap’s Starfleet training started to overcome her fright. 

 “Please, call me Setton.  Or just Subject 263 if you want to be really friendly,” he said with a touch of 

irony. 

 Retap moved toward the cell door, looking out through the small barred window at Doctor Moset, still 

engrossed in his research. 

 “If this is a prison camp, what’s the lab for?” 

 “Genetic experiments,” Arbelo replied, looking over the Trill’s shoulder out the window.  “For what end 

purpose, I don’t know.” 

 

* * * * 

 

Present Day – Stardate 60627.1 

 

 As Lt Commander Arbelo and Captain Koester continued to watch the children in the learning center, the 

captain asked, “Did you have any idea what Moset was trying to do at the time?  Why he was experimenting on all 

those different races?” 

 “At the time I thought it was to find our weaknesses.  Develop some kind of biological warfare against the 

Federation.  Maybe something that could kill a whole world or maybe something that would make its population as 

docile as sheep.” 

 “When did you find out what was really going on?” Koester asked. 

 “It wasn’t until at least six months later.  Apparently the study of my genome allowed Moset to make the 

breakthrough he personally was looking for...” 

 

* * * * 

 



April 2375 – Stardate 52274.0 

 

 “Let’s go!” the Cardassian guard told Arbelo as he opened up the cell door.  The captive Starfleet officer, 

his face covered by a long, brown beard and hair, looked out the open door, gauging his odds at running out and 

getting away from his captors.  It did not take long for his highly intelligent brain to compute that even if by some 

miracle he made it up the six flights of stairs he counted the last time the Cardassians let him out into the common 

room, even if he made it beyond the confines of the surface prison camp, he was still trapped on whatever planet 

they were on, deep within enemy territory. 

 Standing up from the bare mattress that was his bed and offering his wrists in front of him, the guard placed 

shackles on Arbelo and started leading him through the lab toward the stairs that would lead up toward the common 

room.  As they walked, Arbelo noticed a Jem’Hadar warrior leading Retap, also shackled at her wrists, out of the 

cell next to his where she had been moved a day after she arrived. 

 “Morning, 301,” Arbelo said formally. 

 “Good morning, 263,” Retap replied, trying unsuccessfully to hold back a smile. 

 “How are you holding up, Dajalin?” Arbelo asked with genuine concern. 

 “All things considered, not too bad this morning, Set,” the Trill replied. 

 “Quiet!” yelled the Cardassian guard as the Jem’Hadar pushed Retap forward with the barrel of his 

weapon.  “No talking!” 

 The four beings slowly made their way up the stairs and through a hallway into a common room used by 

the prisoners housed in Moset’s lab.  Normally, when Moset deemed the prisoners to be behaving well, they were 

granted use of the common room once every few weeks.  If Moset was in an unusually good mood, he occasionally 

allowed them out of their cells a couple of times a month.  Once, when in an unusually foul mood, Moset had the 

prisoners confined to their cells for almost three straight months. 

 Several minutes later, the prisoners entered the common room, both turning to have their shackles released 

until they were returned to the lab.  Once the guards turned and left, locking the door behind them, Retap engulfed 

the Terran-Vulcan-Efrosian man in a tight hug. 

 “Set!” called a voice from across the room.  Arbelo turned to look over Retap’s head toward the source of 

the voice, seeing Tom Riker, his beard as long as Arbelo’s, the remains of his Starfleet uniform more tattered than 

ever, passing through the crowd of prisoners – most of whom were also captured Starfleet crew members mixed 

with a handful of Klingons and Romulans. 

 “Tom!” Arbelo replied, waving one free hand while holding Retap with the other.  He was about to greet 

the former Maquis member, whom he had not seen in weeks, further when he noticed two of the other female 

prisoners – one a human and the other Betazoid – were obviously pregnant, keeping to themselves on one side of the 

room. 

 “Please tell me the Dominion is allowing co-educational prison facilities,” Arbelo said to Riker, pointing 

surreptitiously at the two women. 

 “If only,” Riker replied.  “More of Moset’s experiments.  He’s breeding.” 

 “Breeding?” Retap asked, alarmed.  “Breeding what?” 

 “Hybrids,” Riker replied, giving Arbelo a significant look.  “Word spreading around the camp is that Moset 

is trying to design a superior Cardassian.  And he’s using us as guinea pigs.” 

 Arbelo laughed as he said, “I thought according to the Cardassians, they were all superior already?” 

 “The Dominion apparently isn’t able to breed their cannon fodder as quickly as they would like,” Riker 

said, glancing at one of the Jem’Hadar guards that patrolled along a walkway above the common room, polaron rifle 

at the ready across his chest, eyes periodically looking down on the prisoners below.  “The Central Command is 

pressuring Moset to create an alternative.” 

 “How do you know all this?” Retap asked. 

 “Moset told them,” Riker replied grimly, nodding at the two pregnant women.  “Said they should be proud 

to be the first mothers of the next generation of Cardassian greatness.  Just before he told them as soon as they give 

birth he’s going to have to dissect them and their babies for several tests.” 

 The shock on Arbelo’s face was palpable and a tear dripped down Retap’s cheek as both of them looked at 

the two expectant women with disbelief. 

 

* * * * 

 



December 2375 – Stardate 52991.8 

 

 Arbelo was awakened by the loud sound of an alarm.  He climbed up off the mattress in his cell and made 

his way to the bar-covered window just in time for a heavy cover to be placed over it, blocking his view and 

plunging his cell into total darkness.  He could not tell how long the lockdown lasted, but it felt like days, the 

monotony of the dark broken only by the conversations he carried on with Retap through the cell walls. 

 When the window cover was finally removed, the first thing Arbelo noticed that was out of the ordinary for 

the prison camp lab was that all the Jem’Hadar guards had disappeared from the camp and that the Cardassian 

guards that remained seemed to be on edge to the extreme.  He was glad that both he and Retap were locked up in 

their lab cells below ground when they heard the guards had overreacted to a fight between a Klingon and Romulan 

prisoner, firing on the crowd in the common room and killing more than a dozen of the captives. 

 In the weeks that followed, the captives noticed fewer and fewer of the guards patrolling the camp.  And 

while Moset continued his experiments, some of the results of which were displayed in all their gory glory in 

incubators and specimen jars in the doctor’s lab, the prisoners themselves were gradually being granted a degree of 

freedom they had not experienced since arriving in the camp.  Released from their cells, the former lab subjects 

joined their fellow prisoners on the surface.  What none of the prisoners knew was that the Dominion War had 

ended; the Dominion forced back to the Gamma Quadrant and the Cardassian Union brought to its knees as the 

Alpha Quadrant Alliance proved victorious.  As the prison guards showed less care in their duties, some of the 

prisoners chose to separate themselves from the majority – like the Klingons, who took over one barracks building 

completely for themselves.  Others formed small, almost family-like groups. 

 “What do you think?” Arbelo asked Retap as they opened the door to an abandoned dwelling where several 

Cardassian guards had previously lived.  There was a small kitchen in one room and several uncomfortable 

Cardassian beds in a second room.  Retap wrinkled her nose as she inhaled for the first time. 

 “I hate the smell of Cardassians,” she remarked with a grimace. 

 “Its better then the cells in the lab,” Arbelo commented. 

 “That’s true,” Retap said, giving her fellow captive a tight squeeze. 

 

* * * * 

 

 In spite of the changes throughout the prison camp, Moset’s experiments continued.  Regularly, one of the 

remaining guards would collect one or two of the prisoners, most often the females, and occasionally one of those 

prisoners never returned.  Over the course of the months that followed, Retap was taken back to the lab by the 

guards, often for hours or even days at a time. 

 One night, after the young Trill was returned to the ‘home’ she shared with Arbelo from her latest visit with 

Doctor Moset – a visit that had lasted an unusually long two straight days – Arbelo noticed she seemed unusually 

distant for the first time since the prisoners had been granted additional priviledges, not the cheerful Dajalin Retap 

that Arbelo had grown so fond of since the pair had been released from the lab. 

 “What’s wrong?” he asked with concern.  “Did Moset do something to you?” 

 Retap looked at Arbelo and tried to smile as she replied, “I’m not sure anything is wrong.  …Or right.”  She 

looked scared as she studied Arbelo’s reaction.  “Moset performed some unusual tests on me in the lab.  The Doctor 

confirmed the suspicions I’ve been having lately.”  Retap unconsciously placed her right hand over her own belly, 

right over the pouch all Trill have that would hold a symbiont were she joined as she said, “I’m pregnant.” 

 Arbelo was flabbergasted.  He did not know how to react, part of him shocked at hearing the news, part of 

him happy in spite of the circumstances they were currently in.  He was about to hug the young Trill woman tightly 

when he noticed a tear well up in her eye. 

 “I’m scared, Set,” she admitted.  “I’m scared this pregnancy will be the death of me, either by childbirth or 

by Moset.  I’m scared that our child will be just another one of his experiments.  I’m most scared that nothing will 

go wrong but our baby will be taken away from us and we’ll never see him.” 

 Now Arbelo did hug Retap tightly as he tried to reassure her. 

 “Let’s take this day by day.  We can only hope for the best.” 

 Retap returned Arbelo’s embrace, and the pair remained silent for quite some time to follow. 

 

* * * * 

 



Present Day – Stardate 60627.2 

 

 “As soon as I was released from sickbay, I’ve spent almost all my free time in the ship’s library, looking up 

dates and events that occurred while I was in captivity,” Arbelo explained to Captain Koester.  “Doctor Rasa 

disappeared from the prison camp right around the time Federation forces re-captured DS9.  I would have thought he 

would have informed Starfleet about us.  The lockdown and later release of the prisoners from their cells 

corresponded with the Battle of Cardassia Prime and the signing of the Treaty of Bajor that ended the war, though 

the prisoners on Almatha never knew and certainly were never told.” 

 “The new Cardassian government assured the Alpha Quadrant Alliance that all prisoners were released 

after the treaty was signed,” the captain said.  “I guess with all the chaos on Cardassia Prime after the war ended, 

some things slipped through the cracks.  They lost over eight hundred million people when the Dominion initiated 

their scorched-earth policy at the end.  Whole cities were leveled.” 

 “Still a pretty big crack, Captain,” Arbelo commented with barely restrained anger. 

 Koester gave his newly assigned officer a moment to regain his composure, then proceeded with his next 

question. 

 “Obviously Annika was born, and relatively healthy, but what happened after that?” 

 Arbelo took a deep breath before replying, “Everything seemed fine – considering our situation – for the 

first few years.  The Cardassians even let us raise our daughter, though she was closely monitored by Moset.  She 

was among a group of almost a dozen kids born among the prisoners around the same time, which is what leads me 

to believe her birth wasn’t simply by chance as both Daja and I first believed.  But in spite of our continued 

captivity, constantly being told by our Cardassian guards that the Federation was on the verge of defeat at the hands 

of the Dominion and laughing about it, my fellow prisoners and I – Federation, Cardassian, Klingon and Romulan 

alike – started building our own little society.” 

 Arbelo took another deep breath, turning back to look at his daughter through the hallway window at an 

angle where the captain could not see his face as he continued.  Inside the learning center, Ship’s Counselor Gera 

could be seen entering through a far door and making her way over to where Annika sat, still reading from her padd 

with the scientific paper on it.  The counselor kneeled down next to the young girl and started talking to her, unheard 

through the glass. 

 “Then my new world started falling completely apart,” Arbelo said. 

 

* * * * 

 

February 2379 – Stardate 56134.2 

 

 “Subject 263!” the Cardassian guard shouted toward the group of gathered prisoners that were milling 

about outside the prison camp’s meager cafeteria complex.  Setton To’Lock Arbelo was standing to one side, talking 

with Tom Riker and the Cardassian dissident Chaf Guil, who had been imprisoned before even Arbelo had arrived at 

the camp for protesting the Central Command’s decision to ally with the Dominion. 

 “You’re being paged,” Riker commented to Arbelo, pointing toward where the guard was overlooking the 

crowd and calling out Arbelo’s assigned number again.  Arbelo rolled his eyes as he started across the yard toward 

the guard. 

 “Arbelo,” he said as he stepped up to the Cardassian.  “My name is Arbelo, not 263.  Can you call me 

Arbelo?” 

 “Doctor Moset requires you in his lab, Subject 263,” the guard said, acting as if Arbelo had not said a 

single word, then gestured with his phaser rifle toward the entrance to the underground lab.  As the two walked to 

the door, Arbelo noticed a freighter, a more and more infrequent sight in recent months as it seemed the Cardassian 

government re-supplied the prison less and less often.  He also noticed his daughter, Annika, playing with several of 

the other children that had been born in the camp, all of them hybrids like herself, all under the watchful eyes of 

Releea Eeta, a joined Trill that had been captured by the Dominion shortly after the Second Battle of Chin’toka.  

The two year old Annika noticed her father walking with the guard and started running over to give him a hug when 

Arbelo gestured with his hand for her to return to Eeta and the other kids.  Annika’s expression turned sad for a 

moment until one of the other kids called her back and she ran off laughing. 

 A few minutes later, Arbelo was back in front of Doctor Crell Moset.  Unlike normal, Moset actually 

looked at Arbelo for most of the conversation, only occasionally returning his attention to the test results displayed 

on his computer monitor. 

 “Do you know what Umta Kmfa is, Subject 263?” Moset asked.  Arbelo looked thoughtful for a moment. 



 “Isn’t that a neurological disease that developed on several of the colony worlds in the Demilitarized 

Zone?” 

 “It’s a mutation of a genetically engineered virus that the Obsidian Order developed to try and sterilize the 

populations that refused to abandon Cardassian territory.” 

 “It was an engineered bio-weapon?” Arbelo asked before another thought occurred to him.  “Why are you 

telling me this, Doctor?” 

 “Because according to my latest battery of tests, your… I guess I’ll say mate, for lack of a better word...  

has developed Umta Kmfa.” 

 The color drained from Arbelo’s face, which caused Moset to unconsciously smile slightly before he 

caught himself. 

 “Where is she?  Will she recover?  Can I see her?” Arbelo asked, the questions pouring out of him like 

water through a collapsed dam. 

 “She’s not here,” Moset answered.  “I’ve sent her to a place where they can study her condition and help 

her recover.” 

 “Sent her…?” Arbelo asked, confused.  “She’s not here?” 

 Moset patted Arbelo on the shoulder much like a father might a wayward son as he said, “You will see her 

again soon enough.”  Arbelo was too shocked by the news to react to Moset’s actions. 

 

* * * * 

 

April 2383 – Stardate 60260.3 

 

 Things had changed little at the prison camp in the six and a half years since Annika Omnia Arbelo was 

born.  The Cardassians still controlled the camp, but it seemed more like a regimented campground than a prison.  

Several of the prisoners had taken to growing a small vegetable patch, which they referred to as their Victory 

Garden, for their own food.  Others maintained the prison buildings and grounds as if it were their normal job to 

perform.  The Klingons still kept to themselves for the most part, hunting small game that occasionally crossed 

under the camp wall while the rest of the prisoners mingled about – their own strange, special community. 

 The only thing still out of the relative ordinary was that Dajalin Retap still had not returned to the prison 

camp, and all inquires Arbelo made to anyone in authority, including Doctor Moset, simply fell on deaf ears. 

 One morning started off pretty much like most others, with Arbelo helping several of the other prisoners 

cultivate their victory garden while the camp’s kids played nearby.  The peace of the morning was soon shattered, 

however, by shouting from down the camp’s main road. 

 “PetaQ!” growled a low voice.  “I will kill you!” 

 The gathered crowd all turned to see a Klingon warrior stalking a Romulan officer down the street.  The 

Romulan carried the dead carcass of one of the Almathian animals, roughly equivalent to an Earth rabbit, which 

over time had become one of the main meal staples of both the Klingon and Romulan prisoners since everyone had 

been granted their small degree of freedom. 

 “You could not do more than injure this pathetic creature, you Klingon veruul,” replied the Romulan, who 

warily backed down the street toward the crowd.  “How could you ever hope to defeat someone that can actually 

fight back?  I had to put this wretched animal out of it’s misery after your attempt at butchering it.  At least we 

Romulans will eat hearty tonight.” 

 Unknown to the Romulan, several other Klingon had snuck around behind him, preparing an ambush.  The 

adults who were keeping an eye on the camp’s children started gathering them together to move them away from the 

inevitable fight as several Cardassian guards, all of them young and nervous, never having seen actual combat, came 

running over. 

 “Stop!” one of the guards yelled as one of the Klingons jumped the Romulan officer from behind, knocking 

him to the ground and sending the game meat he was carrying flying toward the garden, landing with a wet-

sounding flop at Arbelo’s feet.  “Stop now or I’ll shoot!” 

 The Klingons ignored the guard’s commands as one scrambled after the dead game while the others piled 

atop the Romulan, slamming him with their bare fists.  The Romulan managed to push the two warriors off his body 

and scuttle after the one heading toward the meat. 

 “Last warning!” the guard shouted as the Romulan ran past him, almost pushing the Cardassian out of the 

way.  The Cardassian raised his weapon, aiming it toward the Romulan’s rapidly retreating back.  Arbelo saw the 

barrel of the rifle move in his direction, alarmed that the guard might hit one or more of the kids that were still 

gathered on the periphery of the garden. 



 “No!” Arbelo shouted as he dived toward his daughter, knocking her to the ground just as the Cardassian 

fired his phaser at the Klingon and Romulan scuffling over the dead animal.  The phaser beam barely missed the 

Klingon’s ridged head and struck the Trill woman who had been caring for the kids. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Doctor Moset!” Glinn Djalin called out as he entered Moset’s lab.  “There has been an accident!” 

 Moset looked up from his latest lab results, his expression verging on concern. 

 “What has happened, Djalin?” 

 “There was an altercation in the common yard.  One of the prisoners has been badly injured by phaser fire,” 

reported the Cardassian Glinn.  “The one with the parasite in her abdomen.” 

 “The Trill?” Moset asked with interest.  “I’ve wanted to study that symbiotic creature, but I understand if 

you remove it, the host would die as well.  This is a rare opportunity.  Have her brought down to the lab 

immediately.” 

 “Yes, Doctor.” 

 The glinn started heading back toward the stairs to relay orders to have the badly injured woman brought 

down to Moset’s lab when the doctor called him back. 

 “Wait!  The symbiont will likely die in a short time as well if not implanted in a new host.  Do we have any 

other non-joined Trills among the population?” 

 Glinn Djalin shook his head slightly as he replied, “The only other Trill we’ve had among the population 

was Subject 301.  There are no other Trill in the camp at present.” 

 “No other full Trill,” Moset remarked with a smile.  “Have Subject 301’s offspring brought down to the lab 

as well.  Perhaps there is much more we can learn from this fortunate situation?” 

 “Yes, Doctor,” Djalin responded before returning to the stairs.  A few minutes later two Cardassians carried 

the unconscious Releea Eeta into the lab on a stretcher. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “No!  She’s not going anywhere!” Setton To’Lock Arbelo yelled at the two Cardassian guards who had 

been assigned to escort his young daughter Annika down to Moset’s infamous lab. 

 “You don’t have a choice, prisoner,” one of the guards said as he tried to grab Annika’s arm.  The young 

girl, on the verge of crying hysterically, shied away from the guard as her father wrapped his arms around her 

protectively. 

 “I will not let my daughter end up as another corpse for Moset to dissect!” Arbelo yelled. 

 The two Cardassians exchanged a look before one of them lifted his rifle, slamming the butt of it hard 

against Arbelo’s head.  The Terran-Efrosian-Vulcan man collapsed on top of Annika as she screamed, the shrieks 

turning piercing as one of the guards pushed Arbelo away with his foot and grabbed the young girl, tossing her up 

on one shoulder and carrying her toward the lab entrance as several of the other prisoners gathered around Arbelo to 

care for the large bump forming on his head. 

 

* * * * 

 

June 2383 – Stardate 60457.5 

 

 Alarms sounded throughout the prison camp’s main control room.  Several Cardassians rushed back and 

forth, trying to determine what kind of ship it was that had just entered orbit of Almatha II that set off all the alarms 

and what kind of threat, if any, it presented to the secret prison camp. 

 “What’s going on?” Doctor Moset asked as he entered the control room, bringing with him a degree of 

calm the room previously lacked. 

 “A space vessel of some sort dropped out of warp within the orbit of Almatha IV and just entered orbit 

above us,” Glinn Djalin explained. 

 “Warship?” Moset inquired. 

 “Hard to tell.” 

 “Glinn Djalin, the vessel is hailing us,” reported one of the subordinate soldiers.  Djalin looked at Doctor 

Moset. 

 “What should we do?” he asked. 



 Moset looked annoyed as he replied, “Answer them!  Find out who they are and what they want.” 

 Djalin acknowledged the order, then touched the control on the communications console. 

 “This is the… Almatha colony,” Djalin responded.  “Glinn Roa Djalin in charge.” 

 “Almatha Colony, this is the survey vessel Ermey, acting on behalf of the Federation humanitarian mission.  

We’re surveying Cardassian territory, evaluating populated worlds the central government has, for lack of a better 

word, forgotten about since the end of the Dominion War and offering aid.” 

 Djalin closed the channel, then looked back toward Moset. 

 “What do we do, Doctor?” 

 “Tell them we appreciate their offer of aid, especially in light of the severe outbreak of Pottrik syndrome 

we are experiencing, and for that reason we recommend they not send anyone down to the surface at present.  Then 

lock down the camp.  Make sure the Starfleet prisoners are all locked up in the cells down on level four.” 

 “Yes, Doctor,” Djalin replied, quickly turning back to the communications console. 

 Within an hour, all the prisoners were back in their individual cells, some less cooperatively than others.  

The Cardassian, Romulan and Klingon prisoners were relegated to the surface.  All the captured Federation 

prisoners, including Tom Riker, were returned to the cells in the underground complex a couple of floors above 

Moset’s lab.  Setton Arbelo was lead back down all six flights of stairs to his original cell in the lab, where he had 

the hope of seeing his daughter Annika.  He had not seen the young girl since the day Releea Eeta had died, and 

hoped she was merely still locked up somewhere inside the lab. 

 “Where’s Annika?” Arbelo asked Doctor Moset, who was once again studying lab results on his monitor, 

as a guard escorted him back to his dingy cell.  He looked over at Arbelo with a look of curiosity. 

 “Where is who, Subject 263?” 

 “Annika.  My daughter.” 

 “Oh, yes,” Moset said as if reminded of some book he had forgotten about.  “Experiment 626.” 

 “Experiment?” Arbelo repeated, with a feeling like his stomach dropping down into his feet.  “She’s 

not…?” 

 “Oh, she’s here somewhere,” Moset said as he looked around, like Annika was merely a wayward piece of 

paper, before telling the guard to lock Arbelo, whom he still referred to as Subject 263, in his cell.  Once Arbelo was 

locked away, Moset then told the guard, “All my records have been copied and stored.  Have all my files transferred 

to the freighter as soon as it arrives, then have the staff start tearing all the computer systems out of the records room 

and load it aboard the ship.  We’re clearing out of here.  My research must not be discovered.” 

 “Yes, Doctor,” the guard replied.  “What are we to do with all the prisoners?” 

 Moset paused, looking around the lab as if he might actually miss the place once he was gone, then looked 

back at the guard. 

 “What prisoners?” he asked with a straight face. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Does he really think we’ll get away with this?” Glinn Djalin asked his immediate subordinate, Gil Arlee.  

“We’ve already kept these people captive years after all prisoners were supposed to be returned just so the Doctor 

could continue his research uninterrupted.  Now he expects we can just exterminate all of them and the truth will 

never come out?  This does not bode well, for any of us.  If the Federation were ever to find out…!” 

 “What should we do?” Arlee asked. 

 “When does the Doctor plan on leaving the camp?” 

 “The removal of all the computer systems is progressing.  I’m sure he wants to depart for Quatal Prime as 

soon as possible, probably within three days.” 

 Djalin smiled slightly as he said, “Then we will schedule the liquidation of the prisoners for no sooner than 

four days.” 

 “Understood, Glinn Djalin.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 “After all these years of genetic research, I’m looking forward to studying the continuing effects of the 

cobalt diselenide weapon the Maquis deployed on Quatal Prime,” Moset told Djalin as the Cardassian Glinn 

escorted the doctor to his transport.  “Is everything here arranged?” 

 Yes, Doctor,” Djalin replied.  “All your records and computer systems have been loaded aboard the 

Grapthar.  You should arrive on Quatal in less than a week.” 



 “And the test subjects?  You’ve taken care of that situation, correct?” 

 “We’re going to wait until one day after you’ve departed, to give you something the humans refer to as 

‘culpable deniability.’  But we have plans for them after you have departed Almatha.” 

 “Good,” Moset replied.  “Remember, I have enough toxins and disease samples stored in stasis down on 

level seven with the other experiments that it all should easily look like an accident, in case the Federation 

humanitarian mission should return.  You might want to make sure some of your men are left behind as well, so 

there is someone to blame for this disaster.  You’ve done well, Djalin.” 

 Moset offered his farewell to the Cardassian officer, then stepped aboard the transport ship Grapthar.  

Djalin watched as the hatch sealed shut and the impulse engines hummed to life and the last Cardassian vessel 

departed Almatha.  He then returned to Moset’s lab entrance, where he sealed the lock on the door to assure himself 

none of his few remaining solders would remember on their own that the lab contained all manner of horrific 

viruses, then headed back to the control room to give the order to let loose all the prisoners remaining within the 

surface camp once again. 

 

* * * * 

 

July 2383 – Stardate 60581.2 

 

 “Entering standard orbit, Commander,” reported Ensign William Hyland III. 

 “Thank you, Ensign,” Commander K’danz, first officer of the Federation starship Dauntless replied as she 

looked up toward the main viewer, where the dull tan surface of Almatha II could be seen.  “What do we know 

about this planet, Mister Spot?” 

 “Not a lot, Commander,” the non-corporeal science officer’s slightly mechanical sounding voice said 

through K’danz’s combadge.  “This system is deep within what was considered Cardassian territory.  No Federation 

starship has ever been here before, and it was only in recent months that humanitarian missions reached the Almatha 

sector.  Before now, most of the missions have concentrated on the major planets; Cardassia Prime, Avenal, Torros.  

Almatha II is class-L, mostly desert with what appears to be one small settlement close to the north-polar region.  

This settlement is the object of our mission.” 

 K’danz nodded as she pressed the intercom on the arm of the command chair. 

 “Bridge to Captain Koester.”  

 A moment later, Koester’s voice responded, “Go ahead, Carrie.” 

 “Skipper, we’re in orbit of Almatha II and have located the settlement where we are to deliver the 

humanitarian supplies.” 

 “Good,” the captain replied.  “Get your away team ready.  Have Chief Kyman see to it that the supplies are 

ready to beam down.” 

 “Aye, Skipper,” K’danz said as she stood up from the command chair, turning to look in turn at each of the 

crew she next addressed.  “Mister Smith, Mister Ka’Dan, you’re with me.” 

 

* * * * 

 

Present Day – Stardate 60627.3 

 

 “I never knew what happened to Annika in that lab until after you rescued us, Captain,” Arbelo said.  “Now 

she’s not the same little girl I knew.  Counselor Gera has told me she looked up the records of the Eeta symbiont 

through the Trill Symbiosis Commission.  Annika now has the experiences of four adult lifetimes within her.  She’s 

only five!  The Counselor isn’t sure how well she’s adjusting to it.” 

 Through the window, the Ship’s Counselor could be seen taking little Annika’s hand and leading her 

toward the lobby door where Koester and her father waited.  Arbelo kneeled down and hugged his daughter when 

she emerged as Koester spoke quietly to Gera. 

 “How is she, Counselor?” 

 “It’s going to take time and a lot of adjustment,” Gera replied.  “She was joined much too young.  There’s a 

reason the Symbiosis Commission doesn’t accept applications from individuals who haven’t reached adulthood yet.” 

 “Your prognosis?” the captain asked. 

 “She was too young to be joined.  The resulting personality clash looks similar to a classic case of 

schizophrenia, though her own original personality has managed to retain some control.  Occasionally one of the 

past host personalities does come to the surface.  They seem to be having a hard time dealing with the fact they are 



now ‘trapped’ inside a five year old’s body.  I can only imagine what it was like for the first few weeks after the 

joining, especially under the supervision of that monster, Moset!  But I think with my help, with the aid of the 

Symbiosis Commission, and with a lot of TLC from her father and the rest of the crew, I can see her eventually 

making the adjustment.  It’s just going to take time.” 

 Captain Koester suddenly felt a tug on his uniform pants.  He looked down to see little Annika smiling up 

at him. 

 “Wiggles says hi,” she said.  The captain silently noted the look of decades-worth of wisdom on her still 

childish face. 

 “What was that, Annika?” he asked. 

 “Wiggles says hi.” 

 “Who is Wiggles?” the captain asked, confused.  Annika merely winked one eye and pointed at her own 

belly, which looked chubby due to the symbiont implanted inside her young body. 

 “I like your ship, Captain,” Annika added as she grabbed her father’s hand, so the two of them could head 

back to the quarters they shared.  She then appeared to concentrate on something far away for a second before 

saying, “But you might want to have your engineers check the phase couplings of the EPS taps on this deck.  It 

sounds like they’re out of alignment and in need of maintenance.” 

 Setton Arbelo exchanged a look with the captain as Counselor Gera gave him a reassuring pat on the 

shoulder.  The captain watched as the three of them headed out into the corridor, then turned his attention back 

toward the windows of the learning center before his combadge beeped. 

 “Bridge to Cap’n Koester.” 

 “Go ahead, Mister Wallace.” 

 “Cap’n, the away team’s back aboard.  Commander K’danz reports the first phase of the survey went 

exactly as planned.” 

 “Very well.  Schedule a briefing for 0900 tomorrow.  And have Dar check out the phase couplings on deck 

nine.  Koester, out.” 

 The captain took another look at the kids inside the class recreation room, now all playing an interactive 

computer game, competing against one another before an urge struck him. 

 “Computer, where is Gem Koester currently located?” 

 “Gem Koester is currently located inside holosuite five,” the computer’s feminine voice replied.  The 

captain smiled slightly to himself, then quickly headed toward the nearby holosuite. 

 

The End 

 


